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1 XPath Attribute Profile

XML documents describing a user can be mapped arbitrarily into SAML attributes [SAMLv2Core]. This profile defines how to use XPath [XPath] as a means to map these documents into SAML attributes. XPath defines a compact URI structure to reference parts, and query for parts, of an XML Document. This profile is particularly focused on referencing parts of identity data services accessible via Liberty Alliance Data services template [DST].

1.1 Required Information

Contact information: security-services-comment@lists.oasis-open.org
Description: Given below.
Updates: NA

1.2 SAML attribute naming

The NameFormat XML attribute in Attribute elements must be http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-XPath-19991116. This indicates that the format of Name conforms to the XPath specification.

The allowable XPath expressions can be constrained by an Attribute Authority. Constraints to allowable XPath expressions can be published in metadata [SAMLMeta] by enumerating each allowed expression.

1.3 Profile-Specific XML Attributes

The ResourceIndicator attribute indicates to which the document the XPath expression applies. The ResourceIndicator can specify either an actual document URI or a document schema URI. A schema URI implies that the attribute authority must locate a document or service that both applies to the user and conforms to the schema indicated.

1.4 Interoperability

Implementations and configurations can, and probably will, only support a subset of XPath attributes. In order to achieve interoperability some guidelines should be followed.

Text Nodes

To encourage interoperability, it is recommended that supported XPaths include all possible text nodes. XPaths to these leaf nodes should be slash separated, absolute paths. However, enumerating these text nodes in metadata may not always be possible, because the structure of these documents can be arbitrary. Support for text nodes is encouraged because requesting parties do not need to parse the resulting values.

Liberty Alliance Data Services Template

The data services template, defined by Liberty Alliance [LAP], recommends that conforming implementation use XPath to query documents or services related to an identity. Several of these services [EP][PP] define a minimum set of XPaths a service must allow. This defines one inter-operable
set for all implementations. Similarly, implementations that map these documents to attributes of this
profile should allow queries for the text nodes of the XPaths defined by these data services. Note, that
these services usually list the elements that directly contain text nodes.

For example, if the XPath value "/PP/LegalIdentity/LegalName" is required by a Liberty service
then "/PP/LegalIdentity/LegalName/text()" should be supported by implementation of this
profile.

1.5 Example

Personal Profile Example

<saml:Attribute NameFormat="http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-XPath-19991116"
    Name="/PP/LegalIdentity/LegalName/text()"
    DocumentType="urn:liberty:id-sis-pp:2003_08">
    <saml:AttributeValue xsi:type="xs:string">John Q. Doe</saml:AttributeValue>
</saml:Attribute>
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